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Beer Shirley, 

En issues other than this one I know nothing of Garrison's beliefs. 
An to his political associates, judge him as you did J'F'S. On this issue, I have 
found his doctrine essential my owe. We have some differences, relating to fact. 
These the future wil' determine, as it ell' the differences we have between 
ourselves. Those general princittes lehave heard him enunciate, I share. When 
I wes there there was a single thing on both our minds. The only informal chat 
we had was when ark Lane was at diner with us, and I was silent, for me. 

1 '.now nothing about the relations between him end Aynesworth. I know 
what he has said on TV about that writing end Newsweek. I agree with both. I 
continue to be interested in the Roberteon stuff, witch I either do not recall or 
doe not know. 

I agree that Andrews is in danger, as the silent witness always it. His 
protection can come only from revelation of what he can say. Then he need fear 
only rengeences. If you heard the tape of his Scott interview you'd know that 
before the derrison Cane was well known he said ha :mew the Mexican and Clay 
Bertrand - end more. 

There is no doubt in me mind that Garrison is the oprosite of n racist 
and the op osite of a reactionary. hat he has said of government, of the CIA 
and FBI, of the right-wing Cubans is indication of this. 

I spent to long on Capitol Bill doing things I considered important 
to ever judge a politician by the company he keeps. Or his beliefs. I'd rather 
judge him by his ctive enemies. Gerrison's are mine. 

'5n thin issue you racy disagree with some of the things he does, se Sylvia 
does. Here you and she may be right or you may be underinformed. Only time will 
tell. My own interest is in getting this case to court as uncontaminated as 
possible, as so-n as possible, and with Garrison as well prepared as possible. 
I agree that by my taste he has over-reacted to his opeosition. I also do not 
face his necessities and those of his litigation end I do knos sometsing 
about what is being done to him that is not esnerel knowledge. So I make a 
different judgement. Whet the FBI alone is doing 1 think justifies what he has 
said and, were  in his position, I believe I nay have over-reacten, too. 

But I em not and I haven t been - end I will not be - angry with you. 

Sincerely, 
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which I am sure you've seen. The exchange of letters ',etween :.'alter Lister M 0 	r-4 
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O story ,.r-is  aloo not called. I think the decison NUT to call Aynesworth was 
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	back e loaf waye. 1 beve for years been skeptical cf FeXeithen, eerbicularly P4 	vi 7.4 •  

alter the deLeesups noreison fiasco (and if I may pull a Penn, the death of 
ig V,   O ..... 0 cu..: 	this M.9.11 we strange); now I see in the yew Orleans paper that Earick is 
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this regard. I keep thinking that somewhere alone the line the Carrieen-McKeithen- 
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 w Andrews? Andrews still hni case integrity I thick. Penn told me thee- tedeews had g g....,_ 5  2 been bow -t off lee& ezo, ene they may be true, On the other nand, Lndrews had O 01-1  m n 1:14 the shreds of truth in his hands and then eTandetanded them. He swizzle too much. set 	k ::: X 
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o g m el kg 0000 Dallas 14oeeiag itiews says that a "privately fineaced" ::.l as group is doing a )-4 ...) P4 o az. is 
film with tbehele pf Wade end Curry to show how Guilty Lee Oswalel was. eOader 
which Kunt put up the dough? There is a strong push, hot only in Dallas, but in 
NSw Orleans as well, to whitewash Dallas. ',Trite soon. Love, S. 
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